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The recently dedicated church on the Messiah College campus, Grantham, Pa.

EDITORIAL
Illustration

W est of his audience? The length or
brevity of a speech are not the deter-

fHEN does a speaker hold the inter-

mining factors, though such may have a
bearing. Good form is important. And
yet, words may be well chosen, articulation acceptable and still ninety per cent
of the audience be indifferent.
When Christ had finished speaking
the Sermon on the Mount, there followed an interesting comment on listener reaction: "When Jesus had finished
this discourse the people were astonished at His teaching; unlike their own
teachers he taught with a note of
authority" (Matthew 7:28-29 N. E. B.).
This was one of, if not the longest
sermon that Jesus spoke. Even so it can
be read audibly, well articulated in a
bit less than twenty-five minutes. In
this, His first message, He uses illustration freely. Terseness lends impact.
"Ye are the salt of the earth . . .; ye are
the light of the world . . . An eye for an
eye and a tooth for a tooth . . . do not
sound a trumpet before thee . . ., shut
thy door . . . Lay not up for yourselves
treasures upon earth. No man can serve
two masters . . . Enter ye in at the strait
gate."
He climaxes with the story of the wise
man and the foolish man. Most important was that Christ got through to His
listeners. They were not entertained;
they were astonished. Truth bore down
on them with force and impact.
Evidently these listeners were familiar with the meticulous, extra-biblical,
Pharisee exegetes. Their words lacked
spiritual dynamic, they were incapable
of penetrating to the heart of the listener. Likely some of Christ's hearers
knew something of Sadducee-ism. The
tenets of the Sadducees made them the
liberals of their day with their greatest
following among trie upper class.
Jesus proved that simplicity and profundity are not opposites. For something
to be profound it need not be complex.
Indeed, simplicity is inseparably related
to true understanding and comprehension. Lest these columns be misunderstood, let it be said, there is a so called
simplicity that is lacking in organization, thought content and intelligent
presentation of truth. With such, this
editorial claims nothing in common.
When the Apostle Paul wanted to convey to the church in Corinth the intimacy and relationship of Christians to
Christ and to one another, he uses the
(2)

illustration of the body. This emphaResolved: Never to speak evil of any,
sizes the importance of the individual except I have some particular good call
Christian and the degree of mutual con- to it.
sideration that ought to exist between
Resolved: Never, henceforth, till I die,
Christians.
to act as if I were any way my own, but
An illustration serves as a window entirely and altogether God's; agreeably
shedding light on truth, a prop that sup- tp what is to be found in Saturday, Janports a beam while building, or the uary 12, 1723.
landscape and background that enResolved: To improve every opporhances subject material.
tunity, when I am in the best and hapThe listener may be creating a pic- piest frame of mind, to cast and venture
ture while the minister is speaking. The my soul on the Lord Jesus Christ, to
hearer may be constructing a building trust and confide in Him, and consewhile building materials are coming crate myself wholly to Him; that from
from the pulpit. Another may be pre- this I may have assurance of my safety,
paring to go on a journey to the celestial knowing that I confide in my Redeemer.
city carefully assembling what is necesResolved: When I fear misfortunes and
sary for the trip while the minister is adversity, to examine whether I have
outlining details for the journey.
done my duty, and [to] resolve to do it
What a solemn responsibility for the and let the event be just as Providence
minister, whether preaching as an artist, orders it. I will, as far as I can, be cona builder, a guide, a herald, to present cerned about nothing but my duty and
intelligent, illustrated truth that gets my sin.
through to the listener!
Resolved: When I am most conscious
of provocations to ill-nature and anger,
j . N. H.
that I will strive most to feel and act
good-naturedly; yea, at such times to
manifest good nature, though I think
that in other respects it would be disThis Man of God
advantageous, and so as would be imONATHAN EDWARDS drew up seventy prudent at other times.
resolutions as standards for his life.
Resolved: To confess frankly to myFollowing are a few of them—and his self all that which I find in myself, either
opening prayer.
infirmity or sin; and if it be what con"Being sensible that I am unable to cerns religion, also to confess the whole
do anything without God's help, I do case to God, and implore needed help.
humbly entreat Him by His grace, to
enable me to keep these resolutions, so
far as they are agreeable to His will, for
EVANGELICAL VISITOR
Christ's sake."
Number 21
Resolved: To do whatever I think to Volume LXXIV
Official Organ of the Brethren in Christ
be my duty, and most for the good of Church,
published bi-weekly by Evangel Press,
mankind in general. Resolved so to do, Nappanee, Indiana, to whom subscriptions
should be sent.
whatever difficulties I meet with, how
Purpose: To publish the Gospel of God's
grace—a complete salvation through the
many soever, and how great soever.
atonement of Jesus Christ the Son of God,
Resolved: Never to do any manner of made effectual by faith in Him; the walk in
holiness by the power of the indwelling Holy
thing, whether in soul or body, less or Spirit; and the pre-millennial second coming of
more, but what tends to the glory of our Lord.
J. N. Hostetter, Clarence Center, N. Y.,
God; nor be, nor suffer it, if I can poss- to Editor:
whom all material for publication should be
sent.
ibly avoid it.
Editorial Council: J. N. Hostetter, Editor.
Ray
Zercher, Office Editor, H. A. Ginder, C. W.
Resolved: Never to do anything which
Boyer, H. G. Brubaker, Roy Sider, Isaiah
I should be afraid to do if it were the Harley.
Page Contributors: World Missions: Mary
last hour of my life.
Kreider, Campbelltown, Pa.; Missions in AmeriResolved: If I take delight in it as a ca: J. Wilmer Heisey, Bloomfield, N. M.;
Preachers: E. J. Swalm, Duntroon, Ont.; Home:
gratification of pride or vanity, or on any LeRoy Walters, 925 Homberg Ave., Baltimore,
"Today's Yesterday": C. O. Wittlinger,
such account, immediately to throw it Md.;
Grantham, Pa.
by.
Brethren in Christ Publication Board, Inc.:
G. Brubaker, C. N. Hostetter, Jr., Isaiah
Resolved; Never to suffer the least H.
Harley, Joseph R. Aiken, J. Wilmer Heisey,
motions of anger toward rational beings. Samuel F. Minter, Paul Hostetler.
Subscriptions: $3.00 per year. New SubscripResolved: To maintain the strictest tions:
$2.50 per year; Gift Subscriptions: $2.50
per year; Sample Copies free.
temperance in eating and drinking.
Mailing
indicates expiration date. InResolved: To study the Scriptures so clude both label
old and new address with requests
for
change
of
address.
steadily, constantly and frequently, as
Entered as second-class mail at Nappanee,
that I may find and plainly perceive Indiana.
myself to grow in the knowledge of the
same.
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Gladys Alyward gave the following
interview while visiting in Canada, a
visit sponsored by World Vision, Inc.
Alan Burgess has written the book THE
LITTLE WOMAN an account of Gladys
Alyward's life as a missionary to China.
This interview merely introduces the
reader to the spirit of this truly devoted
missionary.
The book, THE LITTLE WOMAN contains a moving account of the urgency of
her call, the sacrifice and suffering experienced and the marvels of how God
worked. To each individual who gives
three new one-year subscriptions to the
EVANGELICAL VISITOR during the subscription drive, November 1961, the
book THE LITTLE WOMAN will be given
as a gift. See your pastor for further
details.
j . N. H.

and from the depths of a heart of love,
there welled up a longing to speak to
him yet once again. Unable to resist the
urging of the Holy Spirit, although
knowing that according to the law she
should not do it, she moved forward, and
impulsively, against ingrained custom
and Chinese practice, she placed her
hand on his shoulder.
"Mr. Cheng," she whispered the
words, "Mr. Cheng, God loves you."
With an oath he shrugged his shoulder, whipped the small hand away, and
trotted his way back to the cells.
What was this white woman doing in
the prison? What could she do among
the hardened, brutal criminals? Here
lies the mystery of "Christ in you, the
hope of glory." For Miss Aylward had
not wanted to serve in the prison. She
wanted to serve among her babies and
orphans in North China, and she had felt
rebellious and hard at the sudden
change in her life and work. But as she

GLADYS AYLWARD
The "Small Woman" of China
An Interview
HE STOOD in the courtyard of the ChinSstanding
ese prison, a diminutive woman
some four feet ten inches in her

heelless slippers, and seeming even
smaller as the burly prisoners trotted
past her, their arms raised above their
shoulders as they paraded back to their
cells.
Miss Gladys Aylward, the "Small
Woman" to the world, watched as they
passed her at a quick trot. These were
the men that she longed to reach with
the Gospel. These were the ones whom
she had pledged her life to win to Christ.
All but Mr. Cheng. She shuddered as
she saw him coming along the line, soon
to reach her post. For among all the
men, he was the least likely prospect for
conversion. Once, in haughty vulgarity,
he had gathered all the spittle in his
throat, and hurled it as some deadly
venom, right into the face of the little
missionary who had dared to talk to him
about God. Now he was coming past.
There was no sound, for all talking was
forbidden. Just the quick shuffle of
feet on the sun-baked earth, and the
occasional "deaf and dumb" language
signs by which Miss Aylward communicated a greeting to the passing men.
She shrank back. What would Mr.
Cheng do this time? Spit at her again?
Involve her in some disgrace, loss of face,
or worse? Then he was in front of her,
October 16, 1961

by Douglas

C. Percy

unfolds her stoiy, it is the record once
again of what happens when God gets
hold of a life, and leads it in "ways past
finding out."
Sick in spirit and in body after the
Communist take-over in North China,
and compelled to flee to the south, the
Small Woman had been led to the home
of a kindly Chinese doctor. Through contacts with his patients, she had heard
of this prison, the place where the most
hardened criminals were incarcerated.
And to the sensitive, Spirit-filled woman,
it was but a step to accepting the prison
as her new mission field.
The record of how God opened the
great iron gates to her; gave her helpers
in the persons of a rickshaw coolie, a
leper and two university students, is a
modern miracle of the mission field.
What a conglomerate group, to find serving Christ together in a hard, Chinese
prison! But what a blessing followed
their ministry, as by ones and twos, men
were saved and transformed by the
power of God.
All but Mr. Cheng.
Until one day, a hand was placed on
his shoulder, the hand of a small English woman who loved God and the
souls of men. Later that same day, Mr.
Cheng was found, brooding and broken,
muttering about the courtyard episode.
That someone should touch him with

LOVE. It staggered and amazed him.
And that the one should be the woman
whom he despised and had spat upon
was the thing that finally reached the
heart of the murderer.
"That hand was the hand of love,"
said Miss Aylward, as she told the story
at greater iength than we can do on
these pages. "It was the hand of God,
using mine, to show His love for this
needy man.
"I did not change the prison," she
went on. "The university students didn't change the prison. My leper friend
or the rickshaw coolie did not change
the prison. BUT MR. CHENG DID!
Because God was able to take a hand,
and place it with love on a man's shoulder, we saw the hardest prison in China
transformed by the power of God. And
a year later at a baptismal service, we
saw prisoners and guards, governer and
friends, all standing together in the new
life that, in Christ Jesus, binds all together as one." Then she quoted softly:
"Take my hands and let them move
At the impulse of Thy love."
And for over thirty years, that is what
God has been doing with a pair of hands
that were yielded to Him.
I wanted to get closer to this Small
Woman, this spiritual dynamo, and
made arangements to have an interview
(Continued on page ten)
(3)

Vacation Bible school in Menno Heim
was abruptly terminated. Two young
people who were to receive baptism
about a week later were quickly baptized and sent back into the East Zone.
The only thought of the Menno Heim
leadership was the safety of the 23 children. Would they be able to cross the
border and reach the parents safely before it was too late? In previous years
parents had come to Menno Heim at the
conclusion of the vacation Bible school,
stayed for a worship and communion
service, and then taken their children
home with them. That was quite impossible now. So all the children were
taken to the border and fortunately were
allowed to cross back to the East side.
Kind people on the other side helped
them get on the right trains and saw
them safely to their homes. How grateful everyone was when finally the last
child had been put on a train and was
on his way to the anxiously waiting parents in East Germany.

BERLIN
Peter J. Dyck
from home come to you from
H
Berlin," said the announcer of the
quarter hour radio program and we all
YMNS

knew what he would say next. "Voices of
a free people lifted in praise to God,"
we all said in unison with him. The
singing was actually quite good and the
introductory and closing words could
have an almost majestic ring were it not
for the propaganda lurking in the background. "Voices of a free people—Berlin." It is not necessary to say that this
means West Berlin.
While the choir sang "Faith of our
Fathers" and a quartet continued with
"God will take care of you," our oldest
daughter told us about a new game that
the children in her German school are
playing, an exciting game with players
divided about evenly into two groups.
Between them is a line drawn on the
ground. "That is the Iron Curtain running right through Berlin," she explained. Some children from the "East"
side try to get over to the "West" side
but that is not easy because others on
the "East" side try to stop them. A circle represents a lake and the child inside the circle is one trying to "swim"
across to the West. It might get "shot"
in the attempt by a child from the "East"
side lifting her arm and pointing at her
saying, "bang-bang-bang!"
Thirty children from East Germany
(4)

had been registered for attendance at
the vacation Bible school to be held in
Menno Heim, the center for Mennonites
in Berlin and East Germany, located in
West Berlin. On the day of opening
only 23 came. The parents of seven
apparently felt uneasy about letting
their children go, feeling the restlessness of the political situation and wishing to take no chances. For the 23 that
came it was a glorious and blessed retreat with Frieda Fast of Agape-Verlag
and the Gerhard Heins throwing themselves wholeheartedly into the work.
Gerhard Janz, Canadian Paxman, and
other volunteers also helped to make it
a success.
Then came the fateful August 13. The
Brandenburg Gate was closed. Barbed
wires, machine guns and tanks were
amassed along the borders of the divided city and finally a brick wall was
built where traffic had passed from East
to West hours before. One of our MCC
workers from Berlin writes: "We have
seen the closed borders and it looks as
if they are trying to do a permanent job
of it." One Mennonite family from East
Germany slipped across the border into
West Berlin at 11:00 p.m. At 12:00 p.m.
the borders were closed and the sealingoff process along the 25-mile frontier
that divides East and West Berlin was
begun.

The future of Menno Heim has become uncertain through the events
which began August 13, but of course
there are some Mennonites living in
West Berlin who will continue to use
the place as their center of worship and
church activity.
The second Mennonite project, that
of AMA (Amish Mennonite Aid) operated at Friedensheim, is being carried
on as usual. The good work done here
in ministering to the physical and spiritual needs of a poor community is not so
much affected by East Germany or the
border trouble, since it is a ministry to
people resident in West Berlin.
More uncertain is the future of the
third Mennonite center in Berlin, the
MCC-operated refugee home at Hammersteinstrasse. Since the home was
opened for refugee mothers and children
in January 1958, it has been more or less
filled to capacity, sometimes to overflow,
accepting its share of the steady stream
of refugees. What will happen now that
the borders are sealed and no more can
get across, and when those presently in
the home are resettled elsewhere, remains to be seen.
During the past ten years the average
flow of refugees, though fluctuating
with the seasons of the year, political
events in the East, special festivals and
other factors, has been about 300 persons per day. In the days immediately
preceding August 13 it reached a peak
of nearly 2,000 people a day, almost approaching the record high of 1953, just
before the June 17 uprising of that year.
In a time when one speaks of "population explosions" East Germany stands
out as a singular exception to this pheEvangelical Visitor

nomenon with a population decline of
more than a million people since 1950.
The present population of East Germany is approximately 17 million, only
about a million less than Canada.
But statistics do not tell the whole
story. The high percentage of population drain-off (in any event higher than
the birth rate) is seen in its real perspective when one notes that not only
are about thirty per cent of the refugees
young people, but many of the others
are teachers, doctors, and skilled workers—the most valuable part of the population. Even farmers who lived on the
land belonging to the family for generations left their farms and fled with
nothing but a suitcase. In some instances, they killed all their cattle and
other animals, leaving the carcasses lying in the field and yard before they
escaped.
But that is now all past. The borders
in Berlin are sealed. No one knows
what will happen next. Few people fear
a repetition of the 1948-49 blockade
which resulted in the dramatic airlift by
the West. Why should the East repeat
the same tactics when these did not
work in their favor the last time? Some
people are heard to say that since a
final showdown by military force between East and West is unavoidable,
the sooner it comes, the better. They
maintain that 16 years' delay since the
end of World War II has definitely
worked in favor of the East. The majority of the people believe that the status quo will be maintained—"There is a
lot of bark, but there won't be any bite."
These people are too busy making
money, buying cars and television sets,
and trying to make up their minds whom
to elect for chancellor on Sunday, September 17—the courageous and young
Willy Brandt, mayor of Berlin, or the
seasoned veteran and octogenarian Adenauer.
Our own position is one of "wait-andsee." We have a work to do and it ill
behooves us to panic or run away. We
trust in God and pray for peace. An
MCC worker from Berlin writes: "So
far the changes that are taking place
have not affected us here very much
and we are carrying on as usual and
waiting to see what will happen next.
Our women are under more tension, as
most of them have families in the East
whom they have no hopes of seeing in
the near future. Some have relatives
who were expected to come over but put
it off too long." The Berlin report to
the Frankfurt MCC Office concludes
with the words: "We will inform yourf
any noteworthy change takes place here.
We are all keeping calm, cool and collected."
October 16, 1961

Bishops Ginder, Swalm, Burkholder, Ulery. and Byers with Gen. Conf. Sec.
H. H. Brubaker.

Pronouncement of Purpose
(As approved by the General Conference of 1961.)
gave a final and full declaration of His Commission to
Tandthespiritual
Church as recorded in Matt. 28:18-20. This includes the evangelization
nurture of all men everywhere to the end of time. To this ComHE LORD JESUS CHRIST

mission, the Church must keep committed.
The purpose of our organization and operation as a church is "to promote
worship of almighty God and to disseminate His gospel." As we now consider
the Great Commission according to the New Testament and a statement of our
purpose and object according to our Manual of Doctrine and Government we are
assured that our brotherhood is willing to assume anew this assignment.
For the sake of a proper prospectus and definite directives, we here articulate
in short, simple statements our denominational aims, goals, and objectives:
It is our first assignment to confront every person with the fact of his condition in sin and with the power of the gospel to bring full deliverance from sin.
Into our membership, shall be brought only those who give testimony to a new
life in Christ Jesus. The local congregational leadership should earnestly seek to
involve all their people in their church's effort to bring a redemptive ministry to
their communities.
We are responsible to nurture our membership and converts in things spiritual. More attention must be given to fortifying the Christian home against the
influences of a decadent society and the evils of divorce.
We are determined to stand where the Bible stands, not demanding more or
requiring less of our membership than the Bible requires for all Christians.
In consideration of our heritage and the conditions of our world, we must in
our generation, more than during preceding decades, be prepared to share in a
testimony of peace. A careful study of the tactics of the communists indicates
the value of our peace ministries around the world. We shall more aggressively
seek control of the heart and mind of man, not for political prestige or for material
advantage, but for the salvation of the souls of men, for the betterment of our
world community, and for the glory of Christ in building God's kingdom eternally. This is the purpose of our peace witness and mission ministries at home and
abroad.
Strong Christians live disciplined lives. As followers of Jesus Christ, they move
graciously and courteously in a society which is basically godless. This calls for
separation, rather than isolation. Separation from the world is normal "because
God's children enjoy a transferred citizenship, belonging to a kingdom different
from this present evil world." This effects the Christian's speech, the use of his
leisure time, his attire and his behavior patterns in general.
A Christian should be attired neatly, modestly, and with simplicity. Immodesty and extravagance, the wearing of silver and gold for the purpose of ornamentation or decoration, stand condemned by the Bible. For the Christian woman,
the Bible calls for long hair, groomed modestly as becometh women professing
godliness. The practice of the covered head for worship, by the Christian woman,
is Biblical and is therefore required.
Officially and unitedly, we stand with God's Word on the doctrine and experience of sanctification as a crisis which continues as a process in the life of the
believer. Now, as never before, our world needs the testimony of holy living.
Paying the tithe is the minimal expression of Christian stewardship. Since all
of life is a stewardship, we should help our people to the rich experiences brought
to the life by giving generously and sacrificially of time, talent, and finances to
the support of God's work.
More than at any other time, or any other thing, we need an every-person passion for the souls of men about us and around the world. We must return to the
dedicated, aggressive witness pattern of the Early Church. The person to person
communication of what we believe and experience in Christ must be continually
given unapologetically. In view of the urgency of the hour and the proximity
of these days to Christ's returning, we request pastors and congregational leaders
to sincerely endeavor to convey to their people the prospectus and directives
presented in this pronouncement of purpose.
BOARD OF BISHOPS

(5)
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Father and His Family
INTRODUCTION

In Part I (September 18 issue of E. V.)
the writers discussed the role of the father in the family. As part of a discussion on "What Father Can Do," three
points were discussed.
1. He can keep up a good relationship
with his wife.
2. He can enjoy his children.
3. He can share with his children.

help them to develop inner control at
home they will not exercise proper control away from home.
While avoiding the extreme of overstrictness, father will avoid the other
extreme of being too lenient. Children
want and need kind yet firm control for
the sake of their own security. Although
it sounds like a flat contradiction, children do not want to do everything that
they want to do.

PART II

4. He can let his children be themselves. A wise father will not force his
children into a mold. Together with his
wife he will study the intelligence, abilities, interests of each child and allow
for individual differences. John may be
an avid reader, but Ralph excels most
in working with tools. Although efforts
will be made to help the boys to be wellrounded personalities, each will be encouraged in the thing he enjoys most
and can do the best.
At report card time father will not
compare one child unfavorably with another but will help each one to compete
with his own record, trying to do better next month than he did this month.
A positive approach will do most to
help a child want to do better. A father was examining his children's report
cards. Some of the grades left much to
be desired but while each child stood
waiting for comments on his record, father read aloud the list of subjects and
the grade for each. He made no comment on the poor grades but when he
came to an "A" he gave the child a
hearty handshake and said, "Congratulations!" This kind of handling will do
more good than any amount of scolding
or comparing with other children.
5. He can be levelheaded in the discipline of his children. Good discipline
begins with parents who are self-disciplined. Someone has said that it is
amazing, in this day of supposed enlightenment, how many fathers still think that
discipline is a matter of muscle. If a
father takes measures against his children to relieve his inner frustrations,
more is wrong with him than with the
child he is correcting. If he rules chiefly by force or the threat of force, he
need not be surprised if his children later defy all authority. If he does not
(6)

A little eight-year-old girl proved this
to her parents when she came home
from school with this complaint, "We
had a substitute teacher today. She let
us do just anything we wanted to do,
and we didn't like her." Children want
good, firm, fair discipline and they thrive
on it. Children who do not have it are
unhappy and they become handicapped
in their personalities.
It is not good for children to go
swimming, skating, visiting, and shopping every time they ask to go. It is
not good for them to have as much
money to spend as they would like to
have. There are certain regulations and
restrictions that they need.
Even the baseball game teaches us a
lesson in this. Suppose the batter could
have any number of strikes, the pitcher
could throw the ball in any direction,
the fielders and base runners would
roam about as they pleased. Such a ball
game would be no fun at all, and life is
no fun for parents or children when
there are no regulations.
Though he makes mistakes and misjudges at times, father can achieve his
goals if he truly loves his children. True
love and concern for the children is what
matters most of all. It will keep him
from being overstrict or overindulgent.
It will prevent both coddling and crueltyThe Bible speaks of this love that motivates a father's discipline: "Whom the

Lord loveth he correcteth; even as a father the son in whom he delighteth."
Out of deep love and concern, father
disciplines wisely for the best welfare
of the child. And he will remember
that in his authority as a father, he is
subject to the authority of a heavenly
Father.
5. He will take the lead in making
religion a reality in home life. As head
of the home this is his duty and privilege. He is head of the home not as a
tyrant or dictator for his personal comfort and advantage but as leader in
everything worth while—a leader whose
example and teaching can be safely
followed.
The tendency to expect the mother to
carry the load of spiritual training in
the home is one of the saddest things
about present-day home life. Mother is
his important assistant and all members
of the family can take an active part in
family worship, but father is the spiritual leader. This is not so much a matter
of status as a God-ordained responsibility to be fulfilled.
The father leads in family worship, in
churchgoing, in showing example. "The
way to have a good son is to be a good
father."
Young children have a way of looking
up to father with almost unbelievable
admiration. One day a little girl found
her pet kitten, limp and almost lifeless,
beside the road where it had been hit by
a car. But she was not greatly upset.
T)addy can fix it," she said.
Think of the wisdom of God in ordaining that father, to whom the children look with such admiration, should
be the one, chiefly, who should teach
them the Word of God and lead them
to the Saviour. Since father's words
carry extra weight with the children, it
is a pity when he does not seize the opportunity to speak about God and His
Word and lead the family in meaningful worship experiences. There is no
greater blessing to children and "children's children" than Christian teaching
of parents at home backed up by happy,
contagious, consistent Christian living.
W H A T MOTHER CAN D O

Father is more likely to fulfill his role
successfully if he has the love, encouragement, and help of an understanding
wife. Besides being aware that nagging
does no good and may do harm to her
relationship to her husband, she understands that her children need to see their
father in as good a light as possible.
They need to look up to him and think
well of him. This means that disagreements between parents must be aired
away from the presence of the children.
Mother senses the need for father to
Evangelical Visitor

spend time with the family and does not
demand so many gadgets and furnishings that he is forced to overwork to
pay for them
One family faced this problem squarely. Yes, it would be nice to have more
money and nicer things in the home. But
it would mean that father would be with
the family very little. After looking at
all sides of the question, they decided
that the family would be deprived most
by giving up father. So they gave up
the extra income instead. They did not
want more finances if it meant less father.

PREACHERS
The Pastor Fostering
Missions
B. E. Thuma
VERY sincere pastor who loves God
Einterested
and is devoted to his church will be
in the great cause of missions.

"More bitterly than food or shelter, or
love or occupation," says Dorothy C.
Fisher, "human beings need a goal, a
I T IS THE EXTRA EFFORT THAT COUNTS
compelling reason for going on—need
Good father-family relationships are the feeling that they are giving themmade not born. They do not just hap- selves to some purpose worthwhile."
pen. They come as a result of special
To succeed, the individual must have
effort. This is true whether father is at a definite goal or purpose. This is also
home most of the time or away from true of an organization such as the
home most of the time. It is not so much church. Moreover, not only must the
a question of how much he is at home as church have a goal, but that purpose
what goes on when he is at home.
must be worthwhile and proper.
Many fathers have jobs that keep
The author of one World History text
them away from home much of the time. wrote, "The primary purpose or aim of
Can a traveling salesman be what he the Christian church has been the salought to be to his family? The answer vation of human souls." The stated obmay be yes or no. It depends on ject of the Brethren in Christ Church is:
whether they are willing to put forth "to promote the worship of Almighty
extra effort to make father's fellowship God and to disseminate His gospel."
with the family the very best during the Thus we believe that the supreme duty
hours he is at home.
and mission of the church during this
One family reports that this extra dispensation is world-wide evangelizaeffort has paid off well for them. The tion in obedience to the "Great Comfather hesitated to take a job as a travel- mission" of Jesus Christ our Lord. This
ing agent because it would mean being implies missions in the broadest meanaway from his family from Monday ing of the word.
morning until Friday evening. But this
Having established this principle,
is where the extra effort comes in. While what shall be our procedure? How can
he is away this father writes home every the pastor on the local level most effecday, telling about his work, where he tively foster the mission enterprise?
has been, and the little happenings of
I. GOD'S PROVISION
interest. Sometimes he sends gifts for
First, the pastor and the church must
the family.
accept God's provision. In Acts 1:8 we
Several times a week the family writes have the promise of spiritual equipment
to him. In the exchange of letters, he for a world-wide campaign. "Ye shall
and the family plan what they will do receive power" and then "ye shall be
together on Saturday. He closes his witnesses" beginning at Jerusalem. Only
books on Friday evening and does not a church with members properly equipbelong to the company again until Mon- ped for the task can carry on a successday morning. This gives him two full ful mission program.
days with the family. Now they have
II. PROMOTION
more wonderful times than before, they
Consistent and regular promotion of
report.
missions is important. Too easily we
Each family will have to decide what become involved in selfish interests and
its own extra efforts must be in order for fail to maintain an outreach. This profather to have a close and happy rela- motion should be not only from the mistionship with his family.
sion boards. The pastor should preach
So long as the world stands children scriptural messages emphasizing evanwill need the strength, spiritual leader- gelism. The dynamic urge must come
ship, discipline, love, and companion- from within, motivated by divine love.
ship of a godly father. Whatever it takes The distribution of promotional literto meet this need will be well worth the ature from the mission boards should be
directed bv the pastor. And, finally, in
effort.
—Courtesy of Christian Living maga- the area of promotion there is no better
(Continued on page ten)
zine, Scottdale, Pennsylvania
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Bishop M. L. Dohner and the late Mrs. Dohner.

Meet Bishop M. L. Dohner
We present a brief sketch of one of
our church fathers who has reached the
four score and ten; one who has had
wide experience in the brotherhoodBishop M. L. Dohner. He has a long
line of heritage in the church. His grandfather was Bishop Levi Lukenbach who
many of us have never seen but have
heard much about. Brother Dohner
held three short revival meetings of
about five days each within the last year.
He is well preserved physically and his
heart is in the work of the Lord that he
learned to love many years ago.
He was born in the year 1872. He was
saved at 23 years of age. He followed
the Lord and was useful in the work of
the church and later entered into the
experience of holiness and became a
staunch advocate of this precious truth.
Shortly after his conversion it happened
to him like has happened to many. He
attended a Love Feast in Clark County,
Ohio and met Miss Emma Ulery. In
1896 they were married and had the
great pleasure of spending over 61 years
together. Sr. Dohner has now gone to
her reward.
Brother Dohner was ordained to the
ministry June 11, 1911. He has had the
ioy of being a Christian minister for
fifty years. God blessed them with five
children, three sons and two daughters.
Two of the sons are ministers in our
church and one a deacon. One of the
daughters has been a mission worker,
and the other preceded her father to the
glory world. Brother Dohner pays high
tribute to the godliness and piety of the
home in which he was born and reared
and to the influence of his ancestry. This
gave him a background that helped him
to be a dependable servant of God. We
nray that as Brother Dohner is given a
few more years that he will use them in
the best possible way to serve his God
and his church,
(7)

Guests and personnel at the New York City Church (1. to r.): Tera Pol from India who is living in New York.—Three Voluntary Service workers
already in the unit: Dallas Robinson, Kathryn Kreider, and Mary Lou Ruegg.—Mtshena Sidile, a member of the Brethren in Christ Church in
Rhodesia. H e spent about nine months studying in America under the sponsorship of the Rhodesian government. His field of service in Africa
has been social work and his studies were directly related to this service. He attended Fellowship Chapel quite regularly.

MISSIONS
New York Voluntary Service Unit
N MAY 8, 1961 the first Volunteer
O
Service worker, Mary Lou Ruegg,
came from Canada to enter the unit.

She was the first person responding to
the call of the New York Volunteer
Service Unit that provides opportunity
that is different from other VS Units of
the Church.
This unit is a financing program for
missions of the Brethren in Christ
Church—each VS-er secures employment
of his profession. All wages are turned
into a VS treasury where all expenses
are taken out and then the balance of
income for each month is sent to the
Treasurer of the Home Missions and
Extension Board. This unit will provide opportunity for eight VS workers
and will be sending several thousand
dollars per year to missions.
On June 8, 1961 Kathryn Kreider from
Palmyra, Pa. came to the unit as a shortterm worker. She plans to attend
Greenville College this fall.
On June 21, Dallas Robinson from
Williamsburg, Pa. came as the first 1-W,
VS worker. He is employed in a hospital eight blocks from the unit. Mary
Lou Ruegg is employed as a secretary
for the Presbyterian National Missions
in the Inter-Church Center. Kathryn
Kreider's employment was with the Social Welfare Department teaching a partially blind ten-year-old Spanish boy in
East Harlem (about four blocks from
Jim Vaus).
(8)

On August 29 we gained possession
of the fourth floor of our building. This
will become the home of the VS unit.
This is a seven-room flat and has been
remodelled to suit the needs of the VS
Service Unit.
We are very desirous of securing
young people—married or single—who
would like to give two meaningful years
of their life in serving the Lord in this
great metropolis—where possibilities are
unlimited. If you are interested or know
of any young person who might be interested in this type of service, write to
the Director of the unit, Rev. Paul D.
Hill, 246 East Tremont Ave., Bronx 57,
N.Y. and he will be glad to send you
more detailed information immediately.

Some Impressions of the
Mother Church in
America
has come that I must return
M
home to Africa. I did not come to
the States to study missionary work.
Y TIME

However, I have been able to kill two
birds with one stone. I am a member
of the Brethren in Christ Church in
Africa (Southern Rhodesia). The church
there has expanded tremendously and
still expands. My parents and all my
relatives are members of this Church.

I have been very much warmly welcomed by the Church during my stay in
the States. I was warmly met by the
Rev. Paul Hill family during my stay at
Yale University, and when I moved to
New York City and went to college
there, I became a member of the Rev.
Paul Hill family (resident pastor in
New York City) together with Gloria
and Cheryl Hill. I was cared for and
nurtured by the kind mother of the
family and a good Christian understanding father of the family.
I was introduced to various churches
in Pennsylvania by the Rev. Hill, who
drove me out to these places to meet
and speak to various church members.
The Church is big here and is built on
good foundation.
Worshipping of
Christ is sincere and meaningful to the
life of the people. People in Africa
(Southern Rhodesia) are also true in
their faith of Christ as taught by the
Church, and they contribute of their
services and offering for the expansion
of the mission work. Determination
for Christ's knowledge is tremendous
among the people in our Church here,
but also true of our Church in Africa.
The only disadvantage in Africa is that
people are very poor, and this goes
for them in not giving much for
offering for Church work. We cannot blame this on them but on
the economy and set-up of the country
in which they live. It was my greatest
pleasure to meet some of the missionaries here who I have lived with at Matopo Mission and some of them have
been my teachers. The Rev. Paul Hill,
who I have spent much time with in
Sunday Worships has been my greatest
friend in Christ and a good brother
and also his wife a good sister. He took
me to different churches in PennsylEvangelical Visitor

vania and I was able to meet the following missionaries whom I have known
very closely in Africa: Bishop Arthur
Climenhaga, Rev. W. O. Winger, Bishop
H. H. Brubaker, Rev. C. F. Eshelman,
Rev. Brenaman, Sister Mary Kreider,
Sister Elizabeth Engle, Sister Lady at
Messiah Home and Sister Frey, mother
of Mabel Frey. I have also been able
to meet for the first time Rev. John
Climenhaga, whom I have often heard
of, and is nicknamed at home as
"Sikwabayla." I have met others too who
worked in other stations other than Matopo Mission where I stayed from 1936
to 1948 with breaks of two years or so.
May I suggest the Mother Church
should realize the value and importance
of the following in relation to the Mission work in Africa during these periods
of inevitable changes.
Continue to increase the scope of participation in mission work by the African members, and thereby build on the
fact that the Brethren in Christ Church
is for all members who belong to it.
Help to make available means for
life's comfort for those who have spent
most of the productive life solely for the
expansion of mission work.
I take this privilege to be particularly
grateful to God for having put me in the
hands of the Rev. Paul Hill and family
and also having met the Christian family
of the Bishop Ginder and the Melvin
Boose family, and others whose names I
cannot remember.
Your good God in America is our good
God in Africa (Southern Rhodesia).
—Mtshena Loyola Sidile

Fellowship Chapel News

I

N THE two years since we have moved
to New York City the Chapel has become a symbol of fellowship where people from "many nations" assemble to
worship. It has been most challenging
to worship with folks from Africa, India,
Cuba, Japan, Puerto Rico, the Bahamas,
and Canada. There have been many
nationalities, Russian-born Jews, Germans, Italians, Swedes, French Canadians, and others. This is the world
challenge that comes to your missionaries in N. Y. City.
Although people respond slowly to
the invitation to "Come, worship with
us," new doors are opening weekly and
we praise the Lord for this. We anticipate an increase in attendance with the
re-opening of school. The Youth Center,
through the liberal contribution from'the
children at the Roxbury Camp, should
receive some "new life." Thank you,
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children; hundreds of you had a share
in this. May the Lord bless you for it.
The distribution of layettes is proving to be one of our best contacts ever.
Many worthy families have received
them and, without exception, it gives
us access to their homes for visitation.
We are able to present Christ and pray
with them.
During the summer approximately
180 people have visited the Fellowship
Chapel. These contacts with our
brethren provide a spiritual lift that is
of untold value. We are working mostly
with unsaved people. We solicit your
prayers as we continue to present Christ
—the Light of the World—in this dark
city.
-Paul Hill

A view of the Bent Mountain tent meeting,
Adney Gap, Va. The evangelist, Bishop Henry
Ginder, appears in the foreground.

A Mountain Top
Experience
E HAVE never experienced anything
W
like this and we hope we can have
another revival like this," were the words
spoken by many about the recent tent
revival held in their vicinity.
The idea of an area revival began to
develop among the Brethren sponsored
by Raymond Conner, pastor of the Adney Gap and Callaway Brethren in
Christ Churches. After much prayer
and planning the Home Mission tent
was obtained from its recent location at
Broadway, Va. It was pitched on top of
Bent Mountain near a sign which indicated an elevation of 2850 ft. Nearby is
the entrance to the great Blue Ridge
Parkway which winds its way through
the beautiful mountains of Virginia affording everyone who travels it with
great scenic views of nature's wonders.
It reminds us again and again of how
great God is.
The revival began July 9 with Bishop
Henry A. Ginder as evangelist. Four
different denominations co-operated in
this united effort with members from

other denominations attending from
night to night.
The nearest church pastor, a Methodist, offered his church facilities as a place
for prayer preceding each evening service. Here prayer requests were made,
followed by earnest prayer ascending to
be answered later as the evangelist gave
the message under the anointing of the
Holy Spirit.
Rev. Mark Wolfe, Church of the
Brethren pastor, very efficiently acted
as chairman of each service. The choir
leader, Mr. Jim Stanley, another Church
of the Brethren brother from West Virginia, gave direction and inspirational
guidance to the choir made up of volunteer members of each of the local
churches. The congregation also shared
and there was special singing by local
talent.
The four ushers from four denominations did a splendid job taking care of
the large crowd and waiting upon the
congregation for its "giving as the Lord
prospered them." The tent budget was
well met. By actual counting of the
congregation attendance averaged 241
with the peak attendance of more than
400.
One night a rain and wind storm
caused a slight delay in opening the
service as the tent began to rise from
the ground on one side. Due to the
quick supervision of Bro. Fulton (recently installed as pastor of the Callaway Brethren in Christ Church), volunteers were called to "hold on" to each
tent rope as the storm continued. The
crowd sat silently and reverently
through it all. Another night a great
down-pour began near the middle of the
message. The evangelist, understanding the problem, signaled the operator
of the P. A. system for more volume, as
he himself gave a little more volume to
complete his message without losing the
impact on the listeners. Again the
audience sat perfectly at ease, seeming
to forget the roaring on the roof, taking
in each word of the dynamic message.
A few shifted about to escape drips or
to empty the hastily collected water
from their shoes.
We are sure this revival will live on
and on in the hearts of many of our
people, especially the many that sought
peace around the altar. Some sought the
Lord for the first time, one a teen-age
son, who since that time has been the
means of leading his back-slidden father
to the Lord with a wonderful experience, both already being affiliated with
their church.
To God be the glory for all that was
accomplished for the upbuilding of His
Kingdom.
(9)

shalt surely die; and thou givest him
not warning, nor speakest to warn the
wicked from his wicked way, to save his
life; the same wicked man shall die in
his iniquity; but his bloood will I require
at thine hand." Ezekiel 3:18
Isaac Paul, Barjora (village), District
Saharsa, North Bihar, India

My Experiences in
Tirbeniganj Mela
(An article written in Hindi by Isaac
Paul of Barjora Mission.)
mela, three miles south of
Tto Barjora,
is called "Ram Nomi" mela
celebrate the day in which Ram
IBBENIGANJ

Chander (a Hindi god) is said to have
been born.
This year the Barjora
Church District Committee planned a
program for the mela and placed me in
charge of the work. The arrangements
for this were made by the former District Superintendent, Rev. A. L. Pye.
Our church Superintendent, Rev. W. R.
Hoke, took considerable interest in the
mela and helped with equipment. Rev.
S. N. Rai and Miss Erma Z. Hare supplied literature from their Saharsa Christian literature store and reading room.
The resident pastor and new Barjora
District Superintendent, Rev. H. K. Paul,
regularly came to the mela to help.
Yasun Christian and Matthew Masih,
two Barjora young men, also helped.
The history of India proves that the
people of this country have from the beginning been hungry for true spiritual
riches. I also saw this in the Tirbeniganj mela. I observed that the people
were very anxious to find a way to approach the true God and to know of the
way of salvation. My heart was smitten
within me when I saw daily the crowds
of men and women passing in front of
our Christian Information Centre. I
knew that these were all going in the
direction of still greater darkness. Where
are they going? They are travelling
toward the great pit that lies hidden a
short distance ahead of them. Why can
they not see it? Because they are
walking in impenetrable darkness. They
do believe there is a pit somewhere but
where—forward, right, left, or behind?
A blind man calls to them and says,
"Keep on going. If you want to be
saved you must keep moving ahead."
And so they keep on going and do not
stop and will not stop until they fall
headlong into the pit. What is the reason? Is it not this that the one who
points out the way to them is blind? And
because of the darkness they cannot tell
whether the one directing them is blind
or possessing his sight.
From a great distance someone is crying out with a loud voice, maybe by radio, maybe by loudspeaker, maybe by
some other means, and saying, "Don't
go any further, you'll fall, there is a pit
close at hand. Turn to the right, you'll
(10)

Fostering Missions
(Continued from page seven)
[saac Paul's grandfather came to Barjora
around 1875. He was converted to Christianity before the founding of the Brethren in
Christ mission in India and came originally
from Punjab. Isaac himself has been a
preacher for many years though not active during this entire period because of illness. He is
now living on some of the property acquired
by his grandfather and spends considerable
time in church work in the Barjora area. His
son, Hem Paul, is now the resident pastor at
Barjora and the Barjora District Superintendent.
be saved." The word has gone forth
but by many is heard indistinctly, by
most not at all. A few have slightly understood. These stop and turn to the
right and in a fumbling way go a little
ways ahead. But where to go and how?
It's dark and they are afraid to travel
on an unknown road.
He who tries to warn them knows
from experience that these travellers
need a light, a bright, clear light, by
which they may be able to recognize
any hidden or lurking danger. There is
little value to either the traveller or to
the one giving the warning in calling
from a long distance. True, there may
be some value, but when? What is really
needed is someone with a clear light to
go in front and point the way.
You will be surprised to know that
after Independence the Indian people
came to feel a greater reverence for
Christ than formerly. And in these days
when unrest is increasing in the world,
India is seeking more and more for the
Prince of Peace. Quite a few know the
Christ of the cross but few know the
resurrected Christ. If anything is necessary for India today it is Light, a light
that will dispel the darkness of the path
of life and reveal any dangers that may
be hidden therein. A guide is necessary
who, taking a light, goes before and
leads into ways of Truth and Life.
Dear Friends, if you have a sincere
feeling of sympathy for India, if you
love India, please come and work
shoulder to shoulder with us. Let us go
forth with the light to save thousands
of souls; let us realize our responsibility.
"When I say unto the wicked, Thou

way to stimulate interest in missions
than to welcome missionary personnel
into our churches. Their messages, pictures, and home contacts have been most
valuable in keeping the local church in
touch with the various fields. Missionary conferences, with several congregations cooperating, have proven very
valuable in creating new interest in missions.
III.

PRAYER

IV.

PRACTICE.

The pastor must not overlook the
place of prayer support in missions.
When Christians pray for a cause they
become vitally interested in it. Every
congregation should have a Women's
Missionary Prayer Committee. The use
of the Prayer Challenge has enabled
these committees throughout the church
to plan meetings where the prayers are
definite, intelligent and purposeful.
Finally, may I suggest that in fostering missions the pastor will lead his people to practice what they know. Support
of missions will not impoverish the local
church. The spiritual dynamic which
urges us to give, to pray, and to go reacts favorably in the life of the church.
The growing church is the one which
carries a world-wide concern for men
everywhere. Therefore, my fellow pastors, may we accept the provision, use
all the means of promotion, engage in
prevailing prayer and lead our people
to practice what they know that we
might evangelize the world.
Mt. Joy, Pa., pastor of the Cross Roads
congregation.

Gladys Aylward
(Continued from page seven)
with her. It was a warm, spring day,
when I was ushered into the room at the
Windsor Arms Hotel in Toronto. Before
me was this very tiny woman, incredibly
youthful-looking for all her sixty years.
Her face is as unlined as that of a debutante, her eyes sparkling and vivacious,
though easily moved to tears. Ideally
suiting her small stature, was the ChinEvangelical Visitor

ese gown she wore, a jade green material
that could only have come from the
Orient. She stood, small and dainty, in
her heelless Chinese slippers, to welcome me to her room.
As I entered, Miss Aylward set aside,
for the moment only, the sewing that
kept her flying fingers busy. Those same
hands must have something to do, and
with their movement, one could almost
feel her mind darting here and there, as
sharp and pointed as the needle that
plied in and out of the material on her
lap.
Her voice still carries the faint trace
of cockney accents of her girlhood,
which, added to the Chinese tones that
have been her language for over thirty
years, produces a blend of tone that is
almost indescribable.
I had wanted to meet her on behalf
of the readers of "The Evangelical
Christian," and to satisfy my own longing to get closer to this woman-of-God,
and perhaps to get some answers to questions that had come to mind when confronted with this New Testament character in the year 1960. I found myself
just listening, soaking up impressions, instead of having my planned interview.
Sitting with her, was her Canadian
host, the Rev. Bernard Barron of World
Vision, Inc., the organization that has
done a great service for Christian missions in .sponsoring Miss Aylward's
North American visits. Together, we
sat and chatted of things near and dear
to our hearts: the work of Missions, the
souls of men, and the Lord Jesus Christ.
During those first few minutes, I
found that many names kept coming to
mind: Hudson Taylor, Mary Slessor, C.
T. Studd, R. V. Bingham (the man who
founded this magazine as "The Missionary Witness" half a century ago; and
who founded the Sudan Interior Mission, the largest interdenominational
mission in the world, over 66 years ago).
These names were of men of whom the
world was not worthy, men and women
who were sometimes unorthodox and
unconventional in their approach to the
task of Missions, but men and women
of vision and passion, who were true to
the Word of God and to the great commission of the Lord Jesus Christ. They
were men and women who did exploits
for God, and whose memory still rises
up to challenge a lackadaisical church to
hear again the call of the Lord Jesus
Christ: "Go ye into all the world and
preach the Gospel to every creature, and
lo, I am with you alway, even unto the
end."
One of the first questions I asked Miss
Aylward was in regard to her "call" to
China. Did it grow out of reading MisOctober 16, 1961

sionary literature, of hearing missionaries speak, or what?
"I knew absolutely nothing about Missions, and have no idea where the notion about China came from," she replied, those dedicated fingers flying over
her sewing. And there seemed to be no
logical answer, no explanation. There
had never been any contact with missionaries; she had never heard of missions, or heard missionaries speak. Could
it be that Miss Aylward was in that
spiritual condition where all believers in
the Lord Jesus Christ should be? A condition that touches the heart of God, and
touches a world for which His Son died?
For surely this is what gripped the first
century Christians, and sent them everywhere, "preaching the Word." It must be
so.
As a girl, Miss Aylward had been taken to "Tanners' End Mission" and attended Sunday School there. In her new
found determination to "go to China and
tell them about Jesus Christ," she sought
information from her superintendent, a
certain Mr. Hatfield. He told her all he
knew about Missions, "it wasn't very
much" and suggested that she go and
talk with Mission Societies that had
offices in London.
Like Carey of old, she met with rebuff: "What training do you have?" or
"Who do you think you are?" as was
asked by one, in unkindly and unspiritual fashion, "what do you have to offer
us?" And one after the other turned her
away as she approached them. Each
time she left, sorrowfully, yet still questing the way to get to China.
"God said 'GO' and I was going, whatever others said or thought," said this
Small Woman. "It meant family problems. It meant loss of friendships. But
God said 'GO' and I was going."
She went.
There was no formal training such as
is indicated and insisted upon today.
She had been "just witnessing around"
(what a wholesome state for Christians
to be in!) and the mission field must
have the witness too.
"I can't explain my call, nor tell what
a missionary call is. I just know I had
to go to China. I interviewed people,
but received no help. It was God Who
did everything, and to Him be the glory,
not to man."
"Is the day of daring, individual, missionary work over?" I asked.
"I hope not," she shot back, the eyes
flashing while she spoke, "I hope not.
That is how God works. He wants us
to use initiative, not to have to be spoon
fed and told what to do all the time.
There are too many "sausage machine"
people, and you see plenty of them on
the mission field. You have to tell them

what to do and how to do it. Might as
well do it myself as take the time to tell
them how," and she chuckled. A moment's pause, and then: "Lillian Dickson (Canadian Presbyterian missionary
on Formosa) always says: 'I don't know
if it can be done or not, so let's try it.'
And she does about ten times the work
of anyone else I know about," Miss Aylward added firmly.
"Young people need to get out and
do things," she went on. "Do work on
their own, not always have it laid out for
them. I remember my first job, working in a Penny Bazaar for ten shillings a
week. Made my own dresses too. Young
people should have to stand on their
own feet. Instead they have to be told
how to get in and out of a rickshaw,
where to go and what to do when they
get there. They should learn to jump at
things, even if they do make mistakes
occasionally.
"And," she went oh, "this makes one
more dependent on the leading and
work of the Holy Spirit. This cannot be
done in the flesh or of self. The Holy
Spirit must fill the vessel that will be
used."
There was a little silence. Then with
a wave of the hand, she said: "There is
a man or a woman who has enough faith
in God to serve Him anywhere . . .
there is God looking for a man or woman with enough faith to serve Him anywhere . . . and POP . . . it begins to
work."
"Why do you think there is such a
dearth of missionary candidates today?"
I asked.
Then the reply poured out as though
I had tapped an artesian well: young
people are not challenged enough today.
They need the straight-forward challenge that dares them to do exploits for
God; that gets them out of the husband/
wife seeking routine, and out into the
stream of God's will for their lives. The
individual needs a shaking and a "ceremony."
"The 'ceremony' is a Chinese custom
of course," said Miss Aylward, "but it is
also Christian. Have a definite dealing
with God. And with the devil too," she
went on almost vehemently, "that is
vital. You have to say 'NO' to the devil,
as well as say 'YES' to Jesus Christ. Then
you can go anywhere and do anything."
Churches provide conferences and
counselling sessions for young people,
went on Miss Aylward, that cover everything from vocational guidance to planned parenthood. But rare is the Church
that counsels, teaches and guides into
the will of God, the impressionable,
needy young people of today.
Another failure on the part of the
Church, is in not preaching and teach(11)

ing Missions as the task of the believer.
There seems to be little of the fire of
world evangelism, that burns into hearts
and lives, and drives men and women
out to seek the lost for Christ.
"I must confess that sometimes I find
it hard to speak to people who are only
interested in stories, but not in the realities of salvation and eternity," she said.
"Sometimes when I see people whose
Christianity is only a social status symbol, sitting smug and satisfied, while
men, women and children are dying
without God and without hope, I could
just shake them. When I remember
standing in the filth and squalor of
China's backward areas, seeing babies
bloated and dying for lack of care and
love, then I just wish I could take those
people out there for just one look. It
might do something to them."
I asked about her support. Miss Aylward told how her mother used to take
her letters around and read them to the
little groups of women, who, out of meager earnings, gave farthings and ha'pennies for the needy work among children. The money thus collected was sent
out, but proved to be just a drop in the
bucket. She also worked for the Chinese government as a foot inspector, and
received her payment in wheat. This
was used, or sold to purchase other
necessities for the orphans who have always been the love of her heart. Sometimes Chinese farmers would bring in
produce, or coal that they had mined on
their own farms. But "the Lord provided
and does provide" is the continuing testimony of this intrepid woman.
I had heard that Miss Aylward had
completely severed herself from country and loved ones, in order to be more
completely Chinese. She gave away or
threw away, anything that was not Chinese. She burned her British passport
and became a Chinese citizen. And she
went for twenty long years without a
furlough or rest, sold out to the work to
which God had called her.
Her first visit home was provided for
by a group called the "Orphans' Mission" about whom she knew nothing,
before or since. It was one of those
sacred interludes, when God works in
His own mysterious way, making provision through a contact that is of the
moment, then dissolves. It is part of the
record, written on high, that will be revealed some day.
When I asked Miss Aylward if she
had a message for the readers of "The
Evangelical Christian," she paused for
some time before speaking. Then she
said': "I believe that people must really
know that they are saved, that they belong to Jesus Christ. Where there is no
(12)

Gospel of salvation from sin, either from
the pulpit or in the pew, there is no call
to missions and no candidates applying.
But in knowing that you belong to
Christ, you know that you belong to Him
in all His work. Then go one step further: let the Holy Spirit have complete
control. Knowing you belong to the
Lord, and yielding to the Holy Spirit,
will make you a missionary wherever
you are, whatever you are doing."
Miss Aylward returns to Formosa in
November of 1960. Her only needs are
"Prayer and more prayer. Something
has to happen on China's mainland soon.
Pray it will be to God's glory."
She hates Communism and all that it
stands for. She hates it for the devilish
system she knows it to be. Her own life
has been threatened and attempts have
been made to stop her talking of what
Communism has done. But she returns
to the battlefield in November. The
souls of Chinese are at stake.
The complete story of Miss Gladys
Aylward is yet to be told. Someday her
autobiography may well spring upon a
satiated, unspiritual church, to call it
back again to its task: the evangelization
of the world. In the meantime the Small
Woman speaks to the Christian conscience in groups and churches, her passion and her power communicating to
the ones and the twos who are responsive.
As I left the hotel room, I held for a
moment, those hands that are dedicated
to God. Then in prayer, we asked God
to take them once again, and place them
where He would, to use them as He had
done in the past. And then our heart
cried out: "Oh God, do it again. Do it
again. And begin with my hands."
—The Evangelical Christian, used by
permission.
Brethren in Christ Church
To participate in
"Return the Bible to the Heart
of the Nation"
The National Association of
Evangelicals are presenting an
active program for 1962 to encourage the study of the Word of
God in the churches of America.
One of the main thrusts of the program will be to read the Bible—
"Read it Through in '62". The
Board of Bishops and the Commission on Sunday School will
promote the project through the
Department of Sunday Schools.
Complete information will be
mailed to all pastors around the
first part of November.

JEW
BULLETIN-BITS
Mrs. Edith Long spoke and showed pictures of her trip to South America, to the Fairland (Pa.) Men's Fellowship, Tuesday evening,
September 12.
Rev. and Mrs. Harvey Sider, under appointment to India, attended Winona Lake this past
summer. Bro. Sider was guest speaker at the
Christian
Union Church, Indiana, Sunday
morning, August 13.
West Charleston, Ohio reports the building
fund is nearing the $10,000 mark. It is hoped
$4,000 more will be raised to begin building
operations the summer of 1962.
Pleasant Hill, Ohio announces their fall love
feast occasion for the weekend of November
4 and 5.
Abilene, Kansas reports a singspiration, Sunday evening, August 20 under the direction of
Sheryl Hoover. Two children were dedicated
to the Lord, Sunday, September 17.
The Conoy congregation, Pa., featured Rev.
and Mrs. Paul Hill from New York City, Wednesday evening, September 27. A highlight of
the evening was an "ingathering" of gifts in
kind which were given toward the work in
New York City.
Rupert Turman was guest speaker at the Big
Valley barn meeting, Saturday, September 23.
There were sessions, morning, afternoon, and
evening.
Assistant pastor, Clair Shenk, Lancaster, Pa.,
announces the termination of his services as
associate pastor in February 1962. Bro. Shenk
is accepting responsibility for extension work
in Lancaster County.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Ginder began their services as youth director of Lancaster, Pa.,
October 1.
A Women's Missionary Prayer Circle Rally
for Allegheny Conference is scheduled for the
Martinsburg, Pa. Church, Thursday, October
19.
Saxton, Pa., announces a Regional Missionary Rally, October 14 and 15. Dr. C. N.
Hostetter and missionary personnel on furlough will serve as guest speakers.
A Home and Family Conference was held at
Pequea, Pa., Sunday, October 1. Dr. Paul
Rummel, Professor of Psychology at Millersville State Teacher's College, Mr. and Mrs.
Jacob Kuhns, and Mrs. John D. Long served
as guest speakers.
The Manor, Pa., congregation welcomed the
return of Mr. and Mrs. Armor Frey, Sunday
evening, September 24. Bro. and Sr. Frey,
the parents of Glenn Frey at the Mtshabezi
Mission in Southern Rhodesia, spent several
months visiting the work in Africa.
The Carlisle, Pa. congregation gratefully announce the receipt of an eight-acre tract of
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land situated about two miles from Carlisle.
The plot, a gift to the congregation by Mr.
and Mrs. Carl Lehman is given in memory of
Mr. Lehman's grandfather, the late Joseph O.
Lehman, one of the early promoters of the
Brethren in Christ Church in Carlisle.
A barn harvest meeting was held on the
Lester Shelley farm near Reinholds, Pa.,
Saturday afternoon and evening, September
30. John Rosenberry and Albert Engle served
as guest speakers.
The Gospel Tide Hour radio staff, Bishop
Charlie B. Byers speaker, featured a radio rally
at the Donegal High School near Mt. Joy, Pa.,
Saturday evening September 30.
Rev. Robert Carlson, assistant pastor of the
Bethel College Church, Newton, Kansas was
guest speaker for the 75th Anniversary of the
Sunday school at Abilene, Kansas, Sunday,
September 24.
EVANGELISTIC

SERVICES

C. N. Hostetter at Cedar Grove Church, Pa.,
October 22 to November 5; Orville Butcher at
Upland, California, November 12-19; Russel
Hoppes at Fairview, Ohio, October 18-29;
Henry Ginder at Amherst Community Church,
Massillon, Ohio, September 10-24; Wilbur
Benner at Bethel, Va., beginning September
18; Jesse Lady, at Chino, California, October
22-29; John Schock at DeRossett, Tennessee,
October 18-30; Alvin Burkholder at New Guilford, Pa., October 22 to November 3; J. N.
Hostetter at Hamilton, Ontario, October 2229, and Carlisle, Pa., Nov. 12-19.
MASTERSONVILLE, P A .

Our congregation along with Manheim and
Mt. Pleasant, united for a love feast occasion
May 20-21. The services were held at the
Manheim Church.
The Hartville singers from the Mennonite
Church at Hartville, Ohio rendered a program
in our church Thursday evening, July 13. The
choir is composed of thirty mixed voices with
David Miller serving as director.
Our Christ's Crusaders group had two interesting trips this summer. One was a deepsea fishing trip, the other a trip to New York
September 2 and 3. The trip to New York
included a visit to the Bowery mission. Sunday morning found part of the group attending
our own mission in Brooklyn where Harold
Bower is pastor and some worshipping at the
Fellowship Chapel in the Bronx where Bro.
Paul Hill is pastor.
Other activities included a Bible conference
August 27 with Rev. Elam Hollinger from
Manheim as guest speaker and the attendance
of a bus load from our congregation at the
Billy Graham crusade in Philadelphia Sunday
afternoon September 10.
Ruth Brubaker
PLEASANT H I L L ,

OHIO

Bro. Warren Sherman gave his farewell sermon Sunday morning July 30. The following
Sunday, August 6, Bro. Abram Becker from
South Dakota was installed as pastor.
There were three who were recently received
into church membership. A highlight of our
congregational life was in the recent returning
of one of our young men, Joe Haines, who
completed a term of service in Jordan. The
Women's Missionary Prayer Circle sponsored
a special service, Wednesday evening, September 6, when Bro. Haines spoke and showed
pictures of the work he was doing in the Near
East. W e were glad to have the Highlaad
congregation join with us in this service.
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Interior view of the new church on the Messiah College campus.
GRANTHAM
CHAPEL

DEDICATES N E W

CHURCH AND

The dedication of the new Brethren in
Christ Church and Messiah College Chapel,
September 17 marked a milestone in the history of the Grantham Church and Messiah
College.
The beautiful brick structure located on the
campus is designed in colonial style and cost
$250,000. It is a monument to the joint efforts
of the community and college who worked
together so effectively to make this much
needed building a reality. The beautiful spire,
lighted at night and visible for a great distance, is a symbol of truth pointing mankind
to God.
The history of the Brethren in Christ in the
Grantham area goes back about one hundred
and
twenty-five
years when neighboring
brethren met in homes. In 1909 the Grantham congregation began with a Sunday
School, held in the S. R. Smith factory. Since
1912 the community and college had worshipped together in the chapel of the administration building. For some time there
has been urgent need for additional room.
The new building seats 500 people. The
well-equipped basement classrooms are devoted to the children's department of the
church. The youth department uses the facilities of the adjacent college library, and the
adult department uses the balcony and the
main floor of the church.
Pastor Arthur L. Musser and President
Arthur M. Climenhaga presided at the dedication service.
Charlie B. Byers, Bishop of the Allegheny
Conference, led the congregation in the rites
of dedication.
Dr. C. N. Hostetter, Jr., gave the dedicatory
sermon, choosing as his text, "Jesus Christ,
the Chief Cornerstone." These words are appropriately inscribed on the cornerstone of the
building itself. His three points were:
( 1 ) The Chief Cornerstone was rejected
by His own people and has always been
rejected by some.
(2) There has always been an element that
has recognized the Chief Cornerstone,
and Christ has wrought miraculous
things through them.

Participants in the dedication service at Grantham: Dr. C. N. Hostetter, Jr., Dr. Arthur M.
Climenhaga, Rev. Arthur Musser, and Bishop
Charlie B. Byers.
( 3 ) This congregation must have the right
relationship to the Chief Cornerstone in
the days ahead in doctrine, experience,
and conduct.
This service climaxed a week of dedication
services giving emphases to the life and work
of both church and college.
Wilma I. Musser
DAYTON CHURCH, O H I O

Our Summer Bible Sessions were held July
5-18. Attendance reached an all time high
with an enrollment of 230. The highest attendance for any one evening was 194 with an
average attendance of 154. A number of boys
and girls accepted the Lord as their Saviour.
Pastor Clarence Brubaker and wife with
eight of the young people enjoyed thrilling experiences at the Quaker Haven Camp, Syracuse, Indiana, July 20-23.
Other special features in our congregation
include, an account of the work in New Mexico
by picture and word as given by Naomi Brechbill, a morning worship hour service led by
the Victor's Quartet, and a service September
13 in which Bishop Ulery shared in our monthly W M P C meeting by showing moving pictures
of India.
Mary Ann

Brubaker
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essed have been received. W e appreciate the
volunteer labor that helped in processing the
food as sent in, together with the 200 pounds
of sweet corn that was grown in our own
garden. A goodly number of our congregations remember the Messiah Children's Home
in their Harvest Praise service offerings. This
helps greatly in meeting certain financial outlays incurred in the operation of the Home.
It has been necessary for us to spend about
$2,000 in maintenance and improvements.
Some of these were safety features, such as
fire proofing the furnace room, adequate exits
in case of emergency, and emsrgency lighting
units for all floors. The ceiling of the basement was included in the work and an area
of the driveway has been widened and resurfaced. W e are especially thankful for the
services of Bro. Click and Bro. Paul Martin for
these improvements.
W e have had two additions to the women's
auxiliary board of the Home: Mrs. John Hess
from the Pequea congregation, and Sr. Ruth
Neff from the Manheim congregation.
F. F. F.
At Carlisle, Pa., Barbara Peterson receives her
Pathfinder Rank pin from Chief Guide, Mrs.
J. Wilmer Lehman.
CARLISLE, P A . REPORTS ON PIONEER GIRLS

The Pioneer Girls of our congregation known
as the Colonist Fortalice # 1 8 8 0 climaxed their
year's activities by a Pal-Gal encampment
held at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Lehman.
The Manual Arts badge was awarded to
eleven girls. Five received the Food Arts
badge and four achieved the Pathfinder rank.
The aim of the Pathfinder rank is to lead an
unsaved girl to accept Christ or if already a
Christian, help her understand more fully the
way of salvation.
Eleven girls received red attendance stripes
indicating faithful attendance, and one girl
received a gold stripe indicating perfect attendance. Nineteen of our junior high girls are
active members of the Colonist Fortalice. Mrs.
J. Wilmer Lehman is chief guide, and Mrs.
Lee Lehman is guide. Assisting in the club
activities are Mrs. Frank Lehman and Mrs.
Howard Miller.
MESSIAH CHILDREN'S H O M E , M T . JOY, P A .

Bro. and Sr. Lawrence Albrecht came to
serve as steward and matron August 28, 1961.
They come from Bellefonte in Center County
where they have had experience in institutional
work at Pennsylvania State College and the
State Home for the Aged. This experience
will be a real asset in the work here.
Two new sister workers have joined the staff:
Irene Frank from Mechanicsburg and Collean
Reese from Bethel, Va. Sr. Frank serves full
time while Collean works part-time and is continuing her high school. W e are grateful for
the consecrated services of these young people.
Nine children left the home recently and
several have come in making a total of ten
now living here in the home. There are some
inquiring about coming and likely in a brief
time we will be back to our capacity of twenty.
W e can take twenty-two if a sufficient number
are small.
The ministry of the Messiah Children's
Home is represented at various times in the
different churches.
Recently programs have
been given at Air Hill, Cross Roads, and
Pequea.
Donations of foodstuff are of real
value to the home. Recently 48 chickens, 20
baskets of peaches and peaches already proc-
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CEDAR GROVE, P A .

Our souls were enriched by the Biblecentered messages as presented by Bro. J.
Clair Shenk of Lancaster, Pa., in our summer
tent meeting.
Two souls testified to being
saved and others received definite help. Bro.
and Sr. David Zook of our congregation
assisted in the work by caring for the tent and
visiting in the community.
Other causes were represented to our congregation throughout the summer. Norman
Wingert spoke to us concerning the work of
MCC and Lee Yoder represented the interests
of Brook Lane Farm. Eva Mae Melhorn presented a prayer challenge for the mission work
in Africa. Dr. Asa W. Climenhaga spoke to
us of our church history and heritage.
Two received the rite of water baptism and
three were received into church membership.
Glenn Hostetter and Samuel Landis were
guest speakers for our Harvest Praise service
and communion service September 2 3 . W e
appreciate the new faces in our congregation
and the continuing faithful service of our pastor, Paul Z. Hess. Bishop Charlie B. Byers
ministered to us in our prayer meeting the
evening of September 13.

BwtkA
BEAGEN—Lynette Rene, born to Paul and
Viola Beagen, July 19, 1961, Dearborn congregation, Michigan.
DEITRICH—Theodore Allen, born May 12,
1961 to Mr. and Mrs. Harold Deitrich, Free
Grace congregation, Pa.
EADE—Janet Edna, third daughter, born to
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Eade, July 2 1 , 1961, Heise
Hill congregation, Ontario.
ESHELMAN—David Lee, third son, born to
Raymond and Mary Eshelman, September 11,
1961, Fairland congregation, Pa.
KENNEDY—Jennetta Ann, born to Reese and
Roena Kennedy, August 8, 1961, Dearborn
congregation, Michigan.
MARTIN—Donald James, third son, born to
Tennyson and Alice Grace Martin, September
13, 1961, Fairland congregation, Pa.
RODGERS—Thomas Roy, born August 30,1961
to Mr. and Mrs. George Rodgers, Wainfleet
congregation, Ontario.

STECKLEY—Joanne Elizabeth, born to Mr.
and Mrs. Lloyd Steckley, December 19, 1960,
Heise Hill congregation, Ontario.
STECKLEY—Christine Lois, born to Mr. and
Mrs. Arnold Steckley, July 7, 1961, Heise Hill
congregation, Ontario.
THOMPSON—Curtis Dwain, born to Mr. and
Mre. Harry Thompson, June 7, 1961, Free
Grace congregation, Pa.
TRAVER—Keith Robert, born June 16, 1961
to Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Traver, Wainfleet congregation, Ontario.
WIDEMAN—Kathleen Jane, born to Mr. and
Mrs. Earl Wideman, June 27, 1961, Heise Hill
congregation, Ontario.
VARNER—Kenneth Eugene, born to Mr. and
Mrs. Philip Varner, May 14, 1961, Cedar
Grove congregation, Pa.
PEACHY—Warron Lee, born to Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Peachy, September 3, 1961, Cedar
Grove congregation, Pa.

§¥mfc£k§4
BOOKS-DONLEY — Miss Nadine Donley,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Neal Donley, Myerstown, Pa., and Theodore B. Books, Jr., son of
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore B. Books of Cleona,
Pa., were united in marriage, August 12, 1961,
at the Fairland Brethren in Christ Church,
Cleona, Pa. Rev. Clark A. Hock, pastor of the
Fairland Church and Rev. Alden G. Biely
officiated in the double-ring ceremony.
BLAUCH-YORTY—Miss Kathleen L. Yorty,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John Yorty, Annville, Pa., and Lynn E. Blauch, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Merle Blauch, AnnviHe, Pa., were
married in the parsonage of the Steelstown
Evangelical Congregational Church, August
12, 1961. Rev. William Bean officiated in the
ceremony.
LONGANECKER-LINDER — Miss Lorna Jane
Linder, West Liberty, Ohio, and Mr. Nevin
E. Longanecker, West Milton, Ohio, were
united in marriage, August 20, 1961, in the
South Union Mennonite Church. The groom's
pastor, Rev. Andrew Slagenweit performed the
ceremony assisted by the bride's pastor, Rev.
Roy S. Koch.
GARIS-HAUN—Miss Nancy J. Haun, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. James Haun, Lockport, New
York, and Mark Garis, son of Mrs. Viola E.
Garis, Hatfield, Pa., were united in marriage
June 17, 1961. The ceremony was performed
in the Brethren in Christ Church, Carlisle, Pa.,
by Rev. Paul E. Hostetler.

HOLT—Junius Caldwell Holt died September 7, 1961 at the age of 95 years. H e professed faith in Christ in the year 1913 and in
recent years held his membership in the New
Hope Baptist Church in which he served as a
deacon and was active as long as health permitted.
He is survived by seven children, Mrs.
Maude Tarter and Irvin Holt, Indianapolis,
Indiana; Virgil Holt of Koome, Indiana; Mrs.
Gertie Shepherd and Lois Goodin, Webbs
Cross Roads, Ky.; Loren L. Holt and Flora
Burton of Columbia, Ky. Fifty-one grand-
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children and 94 great-grandchildren and 20
great-great-grandchildren also survive. Funeral
services were conducted in the New Hope Baptist Church by Rev. Otis Walford and Rev. P.
B. Friesen.
Interment was in the church
cemetery.
RUSH—Sara Frances Rush, born December
25, 1873 near Greencastle, Pa., passed away
September 3, 1961 at Dayton, Ohio. She is
survived by two daughters, Mrs. Ruth Peterson and Mrs. Margaret Haitz, five grandchildren and nine great-grandchildren all of
Dayton, Ohio. A sister of Pennsylvania also
survives.
She was converted and united with the
Brethren in Christ Church in her young womanhood while living near Greencastle, Pa. She
with her husband and three daughters moved
to Dayton, Ohio in the fall of 1913. She
faithfully attended the Dayton Brethren in
Christ mission as long as health permitted.
Funeral services were held from the Coppock
and Lee Funeral Home, Tipp City, Ohio.
Bishop W. H. Boyer officiated with burial in
the Maple Hill Cemetery.
WiDEMAN-Ralph Wideman, born December
4, 1876, passed away August 30, 1961 at
Richmond Hill, Ontario. In 1900 he was
married to Louise Doner who predeceased him
thirteen years ago. Two daughters survive,
Mrs. Charles Conner, Unionville, and Mrs.
Gordon Boyce, North Bay, and one son, Murray, with whom he resided. Two sons predeceased him. Twelve grandchildren, six
great-grandchildren also survive.
He was converted early in life and united
with the Brethren in Christ Church. He held
his membership with the Heise Hill congregation where he attended until recent years when
failing health confined him to his home.
The funeral service was held at the Heise
Hill Church with Bishop Alvin Winger bringing the message assisted by the pastor, William
Vanderbent.

NEWS ITEMS
MENNONITES URGE CAUTION IN " H O L Y W A R S "
AGAINST C O M M U N I S M

JOHNSTOWN, Pa. ( E P ) - T h e General Conference of the Mennonite Church has adopted
resolutions warning of the dangers of "atheistic
communism" but denouncing anti-Communist
crusades which take the form of "holy wars."
Some 250 delegates to the Church's 32nd
biennial conference also approved in principle
a new confession of faith "relevant to the issues faced by the Church in this generation."
. . . reaffirmed the historic Mennonite stand
opposing war . . . and endorsed the practice of
planned parenthood.
The delegates represented 86,000 members
in the United States, Canada and other foreign countries, of the Mennonite Church,
largest and oldest branch of the Mennonite
family in America.
REPORT FROM LAOS

Uneasy lies the cease-fire truce on this little
Kingdom, with sporadic fighting reported from
varying sectors. After a three-day battle in
Xieng-Houang area, Kong-Le's leftist forces
completely wiped out a Meo Christian village,
consisting almost entirely of women and children whose menfolk were fighting in the hills.
All were reported killed, and the Meo are all
the more incensed against the Pathet Lao.
The Pathet Lao are employing scare tactics
and retaliation measures in other areas. In the
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W o r l d Missions
Africa
General Superintendent's Residence: P. O. Box
711, Bulawayo, Southern Rhodesia, Africa
Bishop and Mrs. David Climenhaga
Miss Velma Brillinger
SOUTHERN RHODESIA

Bulawayo Mission and Missionary Children's
Hostel, 40 Leander Avenue, Hillside, Bulawayo, Southern Rhodesia,
Africa
Rev. and Mrs. Ira M. Stern
Matopo Mission: Private Bag 191T,
Bulawayo,
Southern Rhodesia, Africa
Rev. and Mrs. J. Earl Musser
Rev. and Mrs. Jacob R. Shenk
Miss Mary C. Engle
Miss Florence R. Hensel
Miss Nancy Kreider
Earl Lebo*
Miss Elva F . Lyons
Miss Dorothy M. Martin
Miss Mildred E. Myers
Miss Eva Mae Peters
Matopo Outstations: Private Bag 201T, Bulawayo, Southern Rhodesia, Africa
Rev. and Mrs. J. Robert Lehman
Mtshabezi Mission: Private Bag 102M, Bulawayo, Southern Rhodesia, Africa
Mission Staff:
Rev. and Mrs. Glenn C. Frey
Rev. and Mrs. Alvin J. Book
Mr. and Mrs. Lester C. Fretz"
Miss Anna J. Graybill
Miss Miriam Heise
Carl Knepper*
Miss Erma Mann
Miss Lois Jean Sider
Miss Edna M. Switzer
Outstation Staff:
Rev. and Mrs. Albert R. Harvey
Mtshabezi Mission Hospital: Private Bag 101M,
Bulawayo, Southern Rhodesia, Africa
Dr. and Mrs. Myron Stern"
Miss Gladys Lehman
Glenn J. Schwartz 0
Phumula Mission (West Gwaai S.N.A.): P. O.
Tjolotjo, Southern Rhodesia,
Africa
Rev. and Mrs. George Bundy
Dr. R. Virginia Kauffman
Miss Rhoda G. Lenhert
Mr. Curtis R. Nissly*
Miss Evelyn Noel
Wanezi Mission: Private Bag I29S,
Bulawayo,
Southern Rhodesia, Africa
Mission Staff:
Rev. and Mrs. J. Elwood Hershey
Dale Hess"
Miss Kathryn Hossler
Miss Martha Lady
Miss Erma Lehman
Bible Institute Staff:
Rev. and Mrs. Titus Books
Miss F . Mabel Frey
Outstation Staff:
Rev. and Mrs. Donald R. Zook
NORTHERN RHODESIA

Macha Mission: Private Bag, Choma, Northern
Rhodesia, Africa
Mission Staff:
Rev. and Mrs. A. Graybill Brubaker
Rev. and Mrs. Lewis B. Sider
Miss Dorothy J. Gish
Miss Edith E. Miller
Hospital Staff:
Dr. and Mrs. Alvan E. Thuma
Miss Norma G. Brubaker
Miss Edna E. Lehman
Nahumba Mission: P. O. Box 173,
Choma,
Northern Rhodesia,
Africa
Rev. and Mrs. H. Frank Kipe
Cornelius Musser*
Marshall Poe°
Sikalongo Mission: P. O. Box 131,
Choma,
Northern Rhodesia,
Africa
Rev. and Mrs. George Kibler

Miss Mary E. Heisey
David Livingstone Teacher Training College:
Private Bag 1, Livingstone, Northern Rhodesia, Africa
Miss Ruth Hunt
Miss Anna L. Kettering
India
General Superintendent's Residence, Saharsa
Mission: P. O. Saharsa,
N. E.
Railway.
District Saharsa, Bihar, India
Rev. and Mrs. William H. Hoke
Miss Esther G. Book
Miss Erma Z. Hare
Barjora Mission: P. O. Barfora via Mulligan;
N. E. Railway, District Saharsa, Bihar, India
Rev. and Mrs. Arthur L. Pye
Miss Beulah Arnold
Madhipura Mission: P. O. Madhipura, N. E
Railway, District Saharsa, Bihar, India
Dr. and Mrs. Lowell Mann
Miss Ruth E . Book
Miss Mary Jane Shoalts
Banmankhi Mission: P.O. Banmankhi, N. E
Railway, District Purnea, Bihar, India
Rev. and,Mrs. Charles E. Engle
Purnea Mission: P. O. Purnea, N. E. Railway,
District Purnea, Bihar, India
Rev. and Mrs. Charles E. Engle
Ulubaria Mission: P. O. Ulubaria,
District
Howrah, West Bengal, .India
Rev. and Mrs. A. D . M. Dick
"Anand Bhawan," 5/3 Roop Nagar, Delhi, India
Rev. and Mrs. Joe B. Smith
Delhi Mission: I I I M-24 Lajput Nagar, New
Delhi, India
Rev. and Mrs. Allen S. Buckwalter
Woodstock School, P. O. Landour,
Mussoorie,
V. P., India
Miss Mary E. Stoner
Japan
11 Hijiwara, Hagi-shi, Yamaguchi-ken,
Japan
Rev. and Mrs. Peter A. Willms
Edna Wingerd
2179 Higashi Fukagawa,
Nagato-shi,
Yamaguchi-ken, Japan
Rev. and Mrs. John W. Graybill
396 Kyodo-machi, Setagaya-Ku, Tokyo, Japan,
c/o Mrs. Toshiko Isshiki
Rev. and Mrs. Doyle C. Book
Cuba
Cuatro Caminos, Habana Province, Cuba
Temporarily Displaced: Rev. and Mrs.
Howard Wolgemuth, 76 Hanover Street
Kingston, Jamaica
Missionaries on Furlough
Miss Eva Mae Melhorn, R. D . 7, York, Pa.
Miss Anna R. Wolgemuth, R. D. 2, Palmyra,
Penna., Box 291.
Rev. and Mrs. Frederic L. Holland, R. D. 1,
Clayton, Ohio, c / o Ohmer U. Herr.
Miss Ruth Hock, R. D . 1, Shippensburg,
Penna.
Miss Fannie Longenecker, R. 1, Abilene,
Kansas
Miss Lois P. Davidson, R. 1, Garrett, Ind.
Miss Leora G. Yoder, R. 2, Mechanicsburg,
Penna.
°1-W and voluntary service workers
Contributions to Missions A b r o a d
send to:
BRETHREN IN CHRIST CHURCH

Office of the Treasurer
c / o Henry N. Hostetter
Washington Boro, Penna.
Contributions to Missions in America
send to:
Andrew Slagenweit
West Milton, Ohio
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village of La Ngam, in southern Laos, villagers
were carried outside the village; kerosene was
poured over them, and they were set on fire.
A fair-sized Christian community exists in the
village. No complete report has been received
as to the number who suffered this fate or
whether or not any or all were Christians. Such
tactics alfect missionary movements. The village people round about are afraid of the association with foreigners. They fear that if the
Pathet Lao come in and find a missionary in
the village they will kill the missionary, and
the villagers as well.
LINGUISTIC

GROUP IN P.

I. GETS

PLANE

FROM PONTIAC

MANILA, P h i l i p p i n e s - ( F E N S ) - T o p Government officials were on hand here to take part
in form.il turn-over ceremonies of the "City of
Pontiac," a five-passenger plane which will be
used by Wychffe missionaries in linguistics
work.
Clyde Haskill, representative of the
city of Pontiac, presented the $30,000 plane to
the Philippine Government after a breath-taking flying demonstration of the remarkablyversatile "Helio-Courier" aircraft, with Wycliffe
pilot Bob Griffin at the controls.
The people of Pontiac, Michigan, spearheaded by Dr. H. H. Savage and the First
Baptist Church, raised the funds for the plane's
purchase. The Philippine Government, in turn,
is assigning the aircraft to Wycliffe for use in
transporting linguistics teams to remote regions
of this island republic. The very day of the
dedication, the plane flew north to Zambales
province to bring a tribal child with a critical
infection to a Manila hospital.
HARRISBURG PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
FM BROADCASTING P E R M I T

WASHINGTON,

D.C.

(EP)

SEEKS

— The

Market

Square Presbyterian Church of Harrisburg, Pa.,
has applied to the Federal Communications
Commission for a construction permit for a
new FM broadcasting station to operate in that
city on Channel 235 with a power of 1,670
watts.
"IMMODESTLY

DRESSED

TOURISTS

GO

HOME!"

JERUSALEM (EP)—Government authorities in
Jordan have issued a warning to all foreign
women tourists that they must wear "modest
and decorous" dresses when visiting the Holy
Places in Jerusalem's Old City and Bethlehem,
both under Jordan control.
Jordan Badio said many foreign women wore
shorts and other "immodest attire" when visiting the Mosque of Omar (a Mohammedan
shrine here), the Church of the Nativity and
other places of sacred significance to religious
believers.
The broadcast added that strict measures
would be taken against offenders.
SEES BELIGION

KEEPING

NASSER

NON-RED

ALEXANDRIA, Egypt—Gamal Abdel Nasser
can never embrace communism because of his
deep-rooted religious convictions.
This is the conviction of author-lecturer
Grant C. Butler who interviewed the strong
man here recently. Butler says Nasser explained to him the origins and depth of his religion during a two-hour meeting in the
Nasser summer home at Alexandria.
"I think you are the same as I—you inherited
your religion," Nasser told Butler. "You are a
Christian, I a Moslem. When I was 18 I decided not to take just the word of those who
believed. I studied the Koran and the Christian Bible. Then I found the answer right
here (indicating his h e a r t ) . I found there was

(16)

a God. I believe in Him. He exists. I believe most of our troubles come from people
who call themselves Christians and Moslems,
but don't live up to their religions."
ADVANCE PROPOSAL
E U B CHURCHES

TO MERGE

METHODIST,

OSLO, NORWAY (EP)—One main item of
business at the Tenth World Methodist Conference here was an analysis of the factors involved in a proposed merger of the Evangelical
United Brethren Church and The Methodist
Church.
Nineteen committees were established to
study areas of agreement and disagreement
between the two United States Church bodies.
They will try to decide the new name for the
proposed united church, representation in denominational meetings, educational and other
church institutions, ministerial orders, rituals
and financial arrangements.
The EUB Church has 760,000 members;
The Methodist Church, 10,000,000.
No

DIVORCE ON CONVERSION
CIVIL
MARRIAGES

GROUNDS

FOR

NEW DELHI, India (EP)—Conversion of a
husband or wife to another religion shall not
by itself be grounds for divorce.
This ruling has been handed down by the
Indian government recently, adding that religious marriages are excluded from the law
which applies only to civic weddings.
To safeguard against sham conversions, the
government suggested that no action for a
divorce may be taken by either partner within two years following a conversion.
FOUR AMERICAN
ANGOLA

MISSIONARIES

ARRESTED

IN

NEW YORK (EP)—Portuguese police have arrested four American Methodist missionaries
in troubled Angola Province of Africa, according to the Board of Missions of The Methodist Church.
The charges against two ministers and two
laymen taken into custody are unknown. Their
arrests bring to five the number of American
Methodist missionaries seized by Portuguese
officers in Angola where a civil war between
white settlers and Africans has been raging
for nearly six months.
The missionaries arrested most recently are:
the Bev. Wendell Lee Golden of Rockford, 111.,
Marion Way, Jr., of Charleston, S. C , Fred
Brancel of Endeavor, Wis., and the Rev. Edwin LeMaster of Lexington, Ky.
URGE TEACHING OF A L L
IN ONTARIO SCHOOLS

BELIGIONS

TORONTO (EP)—Religious indoctrination of
Protestant Christianity should be changed to
religious education including all faiths, the
Ethical
Education Association told John
Roberts, minister of education.
Mrs. Doris Dodds, president of the E.E.A.,
said her association does not object to religious
education in the public schools, but strongly
opposes the teaching of one faith as if it were
the only correct one (Protestant Christianity).
(For 17 years, two half-hour periods a week
of general Protestant instruction have been
conducted in the schools. Parents may exempt
their children, but many protest that such
segregation results in incidents among the pupils. Parents have charged their youngsters
were discriminated against by teachers.)
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MDS

AIDS HURRICANE

VICTIMS

HESSTON, Kansas, (MCC)—The Kansas Disaster Service unit, headed by coordinator John
Diller of Hesston, has initiated clean-up and
reconstruction work in the Corpus Christi,
Texas, area following Hurricane Carla.
The Kansas unit hopes that its work will be
coordinated on a national basis as soon as
headquarters are set up at the site of the disasfer.
This will be a long-term job, probably lasting several months, MDS officials said. They
are looking for a man to assume the leadership
of the project for the duration of the assignment.
Albert Ediger and Marvin Hostetter, two of
the first Kansas men to go to Texas, left for
the disaster area Wednesday, Sept. 13. Presently Richard Fahndrich of Premont, Texas
and Paul Conrad of Mathis, Texas, both members of the Mennonite church, are furnishing
leadership and direction to new workers coming in.
MINISTERS' MOVING COSTS
IF N E W B I L L PASSES

TAX

L A S T SIX M O N T H S ' C R I M E
TERMED
"APPALLING"

RATE

DEDUCTIBLE,

WASHINGTON, D.C. (EP)—Rep. Jackson E.
Betts, (Rep.-Ohio) has introduced a bill here
to provide that the amount paid to a minister
for moving expenses shall be deductible for
income tax purposes. He said the bill is fair,
because clergymen in many denominations are
required to move from time to time by the
custom or rules of their church bodies.

WASHINGTON, D. C. ( E P ) - F B I Chief J.
Edgar Hoover says crime is on the i n c r e a s e up seven per cent in the last six months compared with 1960.
The statistics were collected from police
departments in cities of more than 25,000
population.
However, in recent years the
crime rate has been increasing even more
rapidly in rural areas and small towns than in
major cities.
Only category of crime in which a reduction from the 1960 rate was achieved was in
forcible rape which declined one per cent, Mr.
Hoover said.
Murders increased three per cent; aggravated
assaults, one per cent; auto theft, six per cent;
grand larceny, eight per cent; burglaries, eight
per cent; and armed robbery, three per cent.
Mr. Hoover said, hopefully, that while the
crime rate continues to increase, the rate at
which it is increasing is now slowing down
after a year and a half of rampant gain.
PRIVATE SCHOOL E N R O L L M E N T

UP 200,000

WASHINGTON, D.C. (EP)—Private and parochial school enrollment will increase by at least
200,000 this fall, the U. S. Office of Education
has predicted.
Approximately one child out of every six in
elementary grades (through eight) will be enrolled in non-public schools.
Private high
schools and academies will enroll about one
student out of nine in secondary schools
(grades nine through 12).
Meanwhile, enrollment in public schools will
increase by 900,000, the Office of Education
said, and college enrollment will go up 300,000, as the total number of students in U. S.
classrooms from kindergarten to college will
reach a new record of 49,300,000, an increase
of 1,400,000 over the 1960-61 academic year.

